DESIRE' AUTHOR + EDITOR OF A VAST NATURAL MEDICINE LIBRARY

LARGE MINDS AND GREAT INTELLECTS
LOVE + ADMIRE
DESI'S ENLIGHTENED
+ PROVOCATIVE
CLARITY OF MIND
+ DEDICATION TO
NATUROPATHIC-ENERGY THERAPY + MEDICINE

SMALL PETTY MINDS AND MENTALLY UNSTABLE
BIGOTS FEAR OR ENVY
DESIRE' THE PROVOCATUER

Desire's Versatility and Expansive Intellect
cannot be put into a box,
Like water, her mind fills
any space it is in

Mediocre Minds always resist great
Spirits + the petty mind fears a clear
Expansive Intellect

ARMED WITH CLARITY OF MIND + AN ENLIGHTENED
VERSATILE INTELLECT
DESIRE' FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM
- FREEDOM TO CHOOSE-
THE ANGEL
is here to give Renaissance,
to bring light to the darkness...

DESIREE' HAS DEDICATED
HER LIFE TO WRITING ON
EVIDENCED BASED
NATURAL AND ENERGETIC
MEDICINE WAYS TO TREAT
ALL DISEASES

DESI HAS WRITTEN OR
EDITED OVER 300 BOOKS
ON NATUROPATHIC WAYS
TO TREAT ALL DISEASE

HAVING EDITED HUNDREDS
OF MEDICAL + SCIENTIFIC
ARTICLES, DESI HAS ALSO
MADE OVER A THOUSAND
HEALING + INSTRUCTIONAL
VIDEOS + OVER 50 FULL
LENGTH MOTION PICTURES
TO LET PEOPLE HAVE A
CHOICE OF NATURAL
MEDICINE OVER THE SIDE-
EFFECT MAKING SYNTHETIC
DRUGS AND ALLOPATHY

THE VOLUME OF WORK IS
AMAZING
Since given its international library registration number this incredible wondrous journal has printed over 115 journals.
Desi has assisted editing this vast data prodigious validation of the arts of homeopathy, naturopathy and energetic medicine, in a peer reviewed, ISSN registered, scientifically + medically recognized medical journal since 1996.

The International Journal of the Medical Science of Homeopathy, Energetic Medicine Naturopathy

Evidence Based Literature to Protect and Explore Natural Medicine since 1996

ISSN # 1417-0876, 2041-4293

http://ijmshnem4u.com/

Issue on 2015
To access the world’s largest resource of evidenced based natural medicine instructions, books, articles, therapies you can go to the Quantum Wellness Apps for Health site. There is a vast network including:

1. Information Books on natural and energetic medicine treatments
2. Information Videos to learn about disease and the natural treatment of them
3. Treatment videos for direct sound, suggestive and visual treatment of disease
4 and other networks for reference, validation and sharing

The work here is not free but the gracious generosity and vision Desi has provided that if you do not have any cash you can pay for them with Karma. Desiré has a vision of the future where Karma has greater value over money and it starts here.

www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com

Quantum-Wellness Apps for Health

Main Informational Books Informational Video Apps Treatment Prescription Video Apps Miscellaneous Networking
Chromosome Apps Websites Access Payments / Donations (All of this is not free. You must pay for this material.)

It is simple to use

1. Go to the Wellness apps,  www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com
2. Chose a style of App (Educational Video, Educational book or Text, or Treatment Video with subspace and vibrational sacred geometry)
3. Search topic with F3
4. Then get a link to an app and put it into your patient’s phone or computer pad , use as directed
**WELLNESS Apps for Healthcare**

For doctors, hospitals, and medical industry professionals on the cutting edge, we prescribe the perfect app.

http://www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com

**W.A.S.A.**

---

**WELLNESS Apps for Health**

Patient Education Apps
Specifically designed for healthcare professionals to effectively communicate anatomy, conditions and treatments to patients.

http://www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com

W.A.S.A.
Validation and Verification of Claims is the LAW

25 YEARS OF VALIDATION OF THE EPFX SCIO INDIGO EDUCATOR TECHNOLOGY

The World Health Products Rating Service

WHPRS

Rating the Validity of Alternative Medical Product
I have Sworn on the Altar of God to Oppose any Tyranny Over The Minds of Men

"Desire" is one of our best contributing editors!

Dr. Laura Jensen
Help Me to Stop FRAUD in Medical Sales

http://www.medicalexpose.com/
Desire’ started the ASK and it Will be Revealed unto you site on Facebook to stop Cyber-bullying, bigots and charlatans from spreading lies on the net. The industry of Quantum Biofeedback needs a questions and answer form where the people can get honest answers to scientific, medical, legal and regulatory questions. Desire started a forum for honest ethical interactions. Where opinions are expressed freely.

We need clear cut rules of order to prevent disinformation. We are dedicated to truth, communication and helping people get good advice. Personal vendettas, bigotry and intolerance will be exposed and discouraged.

All are welcome, Anyone here can ask a question. Anyone here can express an opinion.

No one has the right to lie about a person especially a professional lawyer, doctor, or therapist without substantiation, rumors and third party comments must be verified

But we will not let uneducated and inexperienced give legal advice, medical orders, or mental consulting without providing credentials.

Those who are unwilling to tell their education if requested, unable to provide evidence if requested, unable to provide validation of their claims if requested, or if they do and continue bullying we will label them and warn others to not allow this cyber-bullying virus to continue. Name calling is allowed until it becomes bullying.

We do not allow harassment or cyber-bullying. We encourage communication to build to resolution.

And only our professional site staff will do the labeling, others doing so will be deleted.

Disobey the rules and you get a Strike; Three Strikes and you’re out a Month with a Time Out Like we do for children.
I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand.

But to Really Believe you need to Read, and THINK Critically to search for Validation + Verification

Confucius
Chinese Teacher, editor, politician and philosopher
(551 BC - 479 BC)

Desire
American Teacher and Philosopher
1 (1951 - ???)

He suddenly recalled from Plato’s Symposium: People were hermaphrodites until God split them in two, and now all the halves wander the world over seeking one another. Love is the longing for the half of ourselves we have lost.

Sometimes when Humanity is threatened a Hermaphrodite will be sent by God to Save the World and Restore Balance.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/askandreveal/
Wellness and Naturopathic Medicine Course
and You can Pay in Karma

QUOTES FROM PEOPLE ABOUT DESIRÉ

“How would you like to spend some time with a great intellect like Einstein? Well Desire’ is without doubt the most intelligent person alive and I am sure that if Einstein was alive today he would like to spend time with Desire’”

“Desiré is one of the most dazzling intellects that has ever lived, combine her intellect with courage and we get a historical person who will be remembered by humanity forever”

“As a child they could not measure Desire IQ it was off the charts. Desire’s mental powers are phenomenal but her compassion and altruistic grace are transcendentally awe-inspiring”

“Desiré has saved countless lives she will never know and she has touched innumerable hearts and changed people’s lives”

“She has written over 80 medical textbooks, hundreds of medical journals, hundreds of scientific articles to help the planet. Desire’ has over the last 15 years spent over 35 Million Dollars making over 50 movies and hundreds of training videos to help preserve natural medicine. And the greatest thing is Desiré offers this training to the world not for money but for Karma. Desiré is not just the most astounding intellectual; she is the most astounding humanitarian.”

IF YOU PROMISE TO HELP OTHERS
YOU CAN PAY ME IN KARMA

Contact: the Dean at dean@imune.net
Seek to Learn More and Seek to Judge Less

As We Seek the Light, We Seek To Learn

"Out our Books Springs Our Heart, Minds and Who We are"

Desire Dubounet